Robust Technology for Credit Unions:
Digitizing the Financial Landscape

As a proven innovator for over 20 years, Alogent’s
advanced technologies digitize and automate the
workflow and transaction ecosystems of credit unions
of every size.

HIGH-YIELD SOLUTIONS FORGED
WITH USER-CENTRIC PHILOSOPHY
Built for the future with open architectures and APIbacked flexibility, Alogent’s solutions provide seamless
third-party and core banking integration potential,
offering broad latitude to meet the unique business
needs of credit unions.
Enabling financial institutions to centrally track, archive
and analyze their cross-channel data, Alogent turns
information into actionable business intelligence.
Transformative on their own, Alogent’s solutions come
together to create a holistic, fully integrated digital
ecosystem that offers consistent user experiences
regardless of the point-of-presentment or device
used, driving member loyalty, expanded business
opportunities, and tangible ROI.

EMPOWER LIMITLESS GROWTH
Alogent’s capabilities are designed to scale, and are
available as on-premise or hosted offerings. These
flexible depolyment options enable credit unions to
focus on their strengths - servicing their members.
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TANGIBLE BENEFITS SET NEW
BENCHMARKS FOR SUCCESS
Thanks to an unwavering dedication to ensuring community
financial institutions remain competitive and innovative,
Alogent continuously develops solutions based on industry
best-practices that evolve and grow with the organization. By
consistently creating and redefining the digital ecosystem,
Alogent’s solutions increase efficiency, revenue and member
loyalty across the board.

Robust & Scalable Technology Platforms that
Drive Member Engagement
Remote deposit capture: omni-channel, mobile,
merchant capture, ATM/ITM
Digital banking: flexible and upgrade-ready modern
digital and online banking platform with a focus on UX
Enterprise content and information management
(ECM / EIM): workflow automation and
information management with self-service modules
Loan origination: end-to-end, cloud-based and
mobile-ready LOS with auto-decisioning and
automated workflows
In-branch solutions: front- and back-office
capabilities, including teller solutions and payment
hub integrations
SMB solutions: FI-backed, real-time e-invoicing
and payments
Fraud detection: real-time fraud detection at the
point-of-presentment
Analytics and reporting: data analysis from
transactions workflows in a centralized reporting hub

